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I love end of year lists that tell us what cool people did 

during the year. You know, those best of 2016 recipes, 

movies, songs, books, jokes, politics, socks, etc. And for 

some weird reason, I read them to find out if I’m one of 

the cool folks. And the answer is, nope, I’m not cool, yet.  

But a very cool discovery about checking these lists over 

lots of years is that none of these lists make me cool, 

smart, beautiful or anything! The lists that really count 

are those that compare my actions with what matters 

most to me - my why. If I wanted to be famous then I 

would measure how many twitter followers I have or how 

many times my photograph was in the magazines. If I 

wanted to be rich I would measure how much money I 

made compared to others I consider rich. If I wanted to 

be a great chef I’d measure how many new recipes I 

tried or how many people attended my parties because 

of the food. (This one is NEVER going to happen!) 

But what matters most to me is to be a good person and 

to use my time, talents and resources to help others. I 

also know that well-being empowers me to do these 

things. So my lists for 2016 are:  How am I a better 

person? What helped me become a better person? How 

did I learn from my failures and disappointments to help 

me become a better person? How did I improve my well-

being?  

After I rate myself on these lists, am I cool? Yes! I’m not 

perfect, but I give myself credit for my effort and progress 

towards my why and because I don’t give up – and that’s 

cool!  

 

By: Terri Anne Flint, Ph.D., L.C.S.W. 
      Director – Intermountain Healthcare                 
      EAP & Employee Wellness 

 

Best of 2016 Lists 

If you want to receive bi-monthly e-tips, 

go to intermountainhealthcare.org/eap 

or call 1.800.832.7733. 
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Intermountain Employee 

Assistance Program e-tips 

are messages that teach, 

remind, and inspire in our 

journey to live well. 
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